We provide a novel, concise and self-contained evaluation of true-and false vacuum decay rates in general relativity. We insist on general covariance and choose observable boundary conditions, which yields the well known false-vacuum decay rate, and a new true-vacuum decay rate that differs significantly from prior work. The rates of true-and false vacuum decays are identical in general relativity. The second variation of the action has a negative mode for all parameters. Our findings imply a new perspective on cosmological initial conditions and the ultimate fate of our universe.
Introduction -Consider a gravitational theory that contains two vacua with distinct energy densities. The vacua are stable against perturbative quantum fluctuations, but they can decay via the non-perturbative process of bubble nucleation. In the semiclassical approximation the vacuum decay rate is related to the action B of the bubble formation process that solves the Euclidean equations of motion [1, 2] 
We are interested in the thin-wall vacuum decay rate including gravity. This is an old problem that has not received a conclusive answer for all decay channels. The flaw of previous arguments lies in the boundary conditions. The traditional approach is based on the Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary action and fixes the global three-geometry of the initial and final states. The three-geometry contains information about how many causally disconnected universes form during the tunneling process and affects the vacuum decay rate. In this formalism the vacuum decay rate depends on global information that a local observer cannot deduce. This failure is a manifestation of a measure problem, and led to confusion about the rate of false-vacuum bubble nucleation [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . We provide a detailed review of this traditional approach in section 3 of [12] and show explicitly that the decay rate depends on the (unobservable) number of de Sitter spaces that are nucleated.
In this work we use different, locally observable boundary conditions. Specifically, we demand that there exists a coordinate choice that renders the boundary metric to be of the Schwarzschild-(anti) de Sitter form, with fixed mass M. In order for these covariant boundary conditions to yield a well-posed variational problem, we employ the new gravitational action S G recently introduced in [13] . The covariant action S G vanishes for all isotropic and stationary spacetimes, and leads to a different vacuum decay rate that no longer depends on causally inaccessible data or coordinate choices.
We find the exponent B of the true-and false vacuum decay rate in the weak gravity limit
where σ is the domain wall tension and ∆ρ is the vacuum energy difference. Our result reproduces the nongravitational false vacuum decay rate, but also allows for true vacuum decays at the same rate. In contrast to pure field theory, general relativity allows for unimpeded upward vacuum transitions, which implies that the low-entropy initial states required for cosmic inflation are readily attainable and may recur in the future.
Setup -We study the classical and semiclassical properties of a bubble with internal vacuum energy density ρ − , moving in an external region of vacuum energy density ρ + . For simplicity, we assume a thin and spherical shell with surface energy density and tension σ, separating the bubble interior from the exterior. The full action has gravitational, shell and boundary terms
where R is the Ricci scalar, M is the coordinate region of interest, A denotes the domain wall world-volume, and the total derivative terms S B render the variational problem well-posed. The ellipses in the gravitational action denote boundary terms that we determine in [13] . The vacuum energy density is constant both inside and outside the shell located at a radial coordinater,
Without loss of generality, we take M to contain the entire trajectory of interest and to be bounded by threesurfaces of constant coordinates of a general metric
In order to avoid breaking general covariance and introducing a measure problem in the form of coordinate dependence in observables, we have to specify covariant boundary conditions at ∂M, as explained in detail in [13] . We demand a fixed locationr of the wall and require that there exist coordinates that render the metric to be of Schwarzschild-(anti) de Sitter form, where we defined
subscripts ± denote the exterior/interior metric, M ± is the mass of the solution and T and R denote the Killing time and transverse radius, respectively. Our manifestly covariant boundary conditions define a Dirichlet problem forr, the mass M and the radius R,
The variables that define our setup are covariant under (smooth) coordinate transformations, so the boundary conditions do not fix any coordinate choices. Correspondingly, the choice of spacetime region M is arbitrary and does not affect physical observables. Our boundary conditions are different from those used in prior work on vacuum decay, so we expect to find different observables. In particular, we will find observables that do not depend on the boundary location, e.g. via r max . This may appear to be an obvious requirement, but it is not obvious. As we demonstrate in [13] , the commonly used boundary conditions that fix the boundary metric [14, 15] yield vacuum decay rates [2, 4, 5, 16, 17] that do depend on the choice of M and source much confusion [6, 7] . We stress that these non-covariant theories are not inconsistent, they merely require additional physical input about how coordinates are fixed in nature in order to resolve the associated measure problem.
Action Principle for General Relativity -Let us briefly review the covariant variational principle for isotropic gravity we recently introduced in [13] . For now we ignore the domain wall and only discuss the vacuum solutions within M. We can write the most general spherically symmetric metric as [13] 
where A is defined as in (7), π M = −T is the momentum conjugate to M and the lapse N t and shift N r are non-dynamical variables that impose diffeomorphism invariance. We can easily render the perhaps unfamiliar metric (9) in ADM form [18, 19] . With a suitable choice of boundary terms the action that gives rise to Einstein's equations under the variational principle δS G = 0 is given by [13] (10) where we used the canonical momenta and defined Hamiltonian densities [13, 20] The momenta conjugate to the lapse and the shift vanish, enforcing the Hamiltonian constraints
The boundary conditions did not specify any of the unphysical variables N t and N r . Correspondingly, the action contains no derivatives of these functions and the coordinate choice is allowed to vary freely everywhere. This has an important consequence: no boundary terms can change the total Hamiltonian or the total energy of the theory, it vanishes as expected in general relativity. It will be useful to employ coordinates in which the metric component g rr = 1 is constant, such that the spatial geometry is reflected in the radius R(t, r),
In this gauge it is straightforward to evaluate the gravitational action along arbitrary trajectories satisfying the constraint equations [13] . Restricting to solutions of the constraints we have the momenta
where η π = ±1 denotes the sign of the momentum π M . Integrating the action (10) between initial and final states, we find for classical trajectories [13] 
where R(t i,f , r) are the initial and final configurations. Following [7] we conveniently illustrate the spatial geometries by plotting the radius R as the distance from the vertical axis, while the radial coordinate r is measured along the curve, see Figure 1 for a closed slice of de Sitter space. Clearly, the gravitational action vanishes for any trajectories between classical turning points where the momenta vanish, π M = 0. This differs dramatically from the traditional, non-covariant gravitational action that would assign Euclidean de Sitter space a large action, proportional to its horizon area [13] . This difference will change the observable vacuum decay rates we find below. Shell Action -Having obtained the gravitational action that gives rise to a well-posed variational principle for our physical boundary conditions, we now turn to evaluate the action of a domain wall in the general spacetime metric (9) . The action for a domain wall with surface energy density σ is
where hats denote variables evaluated at the location of the shell [21] , and we defined the momentump and energym = 4πσR of the shell, as well as the Hamiltonian contributions H Shell t,r
The action of the thin shell is identical to the action given in [7, 12, 22] , but expressed in covariant variables [13, 20] .
Full Action -In the previous to sections we found the action S for a vacuum bubble in gravity up to the boundary terms S B
where we now defined the full Hamiltonian densities as H t,r = H G t,r + H Shell t,r . In order to explicitly evaluate the action we work in the rest frame of the moving shell (i.e.p = 0 or N r = −ṙ) and choose coordinates g rr = −g tt = 1, such that t becomes the proper time. Using (11) and (13) , the velocity in a rest frame traveling along a trajectoryr(t) is related to the extrinsic domain wall curvatureR aṡ
The full Hamiltonian constraints H t,r = 0 become
Combining the constraints and integrating across the shell we find the Israel junction condition [3, 7, 23] 
where we defined κ ≡ 4πGσ,R ± ≡ R | r=r± and the ellipses denote terms that integrate to zero as → 0. We can solve (19) and (21) for the energy conservation equation governing the classical dynamics, as well as the (discontinuous) extrinsic curvatures on either side of the shell
where ∆ρ ≡ ρ + − ρ − is the positive (negative) vacuum energy density difference for false (true) vacuum decay. The energy conservation equation deserves some discussion. Each of the terms contributing to the exterior mass M + has a simple intuitive interpretation. The first term is any contribution from the interior mass, the second term is the contribution from the difference in vacuum energy density, the third term is the rest and kinetic energy contribution and the last term arises from the gravitational self-interaction of the shell. Solving the energy conservation equation yields all possible domain wall trajectories, as well as classical turning points. A detailed discussion of all possible trajectories is given in [3, 8, 9, 11, 12] . Note that the extrinsic curvature R only decreases at the location of the shell. This implies that there are three non-trivial spatial geometries containing vacuum bubbles, illustrated in Figure 2 . The extrinsic curvature R is discontinuous at the domain wall and changes by a fixed amount (22) . In setting up the variational problem for the gravity action S G , however, we allowed all variables to vary freely within the region M. We have to include the boundary terms S B to subtract non-vanishing variations of the gravitational action with respect to R in order for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation to hold (see also [7, 22] for more details)
In our gauge the boundary terms of the classical gravity action (15) become
Recall from above that the gravitational action S G vanishes for all solutions between stationary points. Furthermore, the shell action S Shell in (16) vanishes in the rest-frame of the domain wall, wherep = 0. In our gauge choice, this leaves the boundary term (24) as the only non-zero contribution to the action for trajectories between turning points,
As a consistency check, we easily recover the energy conservation equation (22) by varying the action S B .
Classical Dynamics -Before moving on to the discussion of vacuum decay, we briefly review the classical dynamics of true-and false-vacuum bubbles in (anti) de Sitter spacetimes, i.e. M ± = 0. References [3, 8, 9, 11, 12] provide a detailed discussion of the general dynamics and causal structure.
In the massless limit the constraints (22) for the domain wall becomê
where the shell velocity vanishes at the turning pointŝ
(27) A domain wall at the inner turning point,R 1 = 0 corresponds to the initial, metastable configuration of vacuum decay. In order for a finite-size bubble to form, a tunneling event through the classically forbidden region R 1 <R <R 2 has to occur that leads to a classically growing bubble on the unbound trajectorŷ
The sign of the extrinsic curvature,R ± , indicates whether the domain wall curves towards the bubble interior or exterior as seen from either side of the wall. A true vacuum bubble ρ − < ρ + observed from the interior always curves towards the interior (i.e.R − > 0, panel (a) in Figure 2 ). When observed from the outside, however, the true vacuum bubble can curve towards the interior in the weak-gravity limit (i.eR + > 0 when ∆ρ > 6πGσ 2 , panel (a) in Figure 2 ), or towards the exterior in the stronggravity limit (i.eR + < 0 when ∆ρ < 6πGσ 2 , panel (c) in Figure 2 ). The definition of what we call interior and exterior is clearly arbitrary, so an equivalent statement applies for false vacuum bubbles (in the weak gravity limit these bubbles haveR ± < 0, see panel (b) in Figure  2 ). Some classically allowed and forbidden domain wall trajectories will cross spacetime horizons. For example, a classically expanding true vacuum bubble will cross the cosmological horizon after some finite proper time has elapsed at the wall.
The classically growing domain wall trajectory (28) does not always exist. When both vacuum energy densities are non-positive, it is possible for the classical turning point radiusR 2 to diverge. When this happens, only the bound solution atR =R 1 = 0 exists, and no vacuum decay can occur: gravity has stabilized the vacuum [2] .
Vacuum Decay Rates -In the previous section we found two classical turning points of the domain wall trajectory: the vacuum configurationR = 0 in which there is no bubble, and the bubble configurationR =R 2 in which a bubble begins to classically expand indefinitely. The vacuum decay rate is proportional to the transition probability for the bubble to tunnel through the classically forbidden region rather than being reflected. In the semiclassical approximation we have the decay rate (1), where the tunneling exponent is the Euclidean bounce action [1, 2] 
For vanishing masses, M ± = 0, we can analytically evaluate the tunneling exponent. Using (22-25) we find
where the extrinsic curvatures are evaluated atR 2 and their signs are given by
The vacuum decay rate (30) is the main result of this paper and has not previously appeared in the literature. We have not yet determined the sign η π appearing in the tunneling action. Since we are only considering the action at vanishing mass, which does not allow for time evolution, it is impossible to determine the sign by demanding an out-going wavefunction. However, on physical grounds we assume that the tunneling probability is small, giving
We now discuss some interesting features of the decay rate. For weak-gravity false vacuum decays, where sgn(R ± ) > 0, the tunneling exponent (30) precisely reproduces the finding of Coleman and de Luccia [2] , but our result applies more generally.
In the G → 0 limit the tunneling exponent for both true-and false-vacuum decay becomes
Without gravity true vacuum decay is not a possible solution, so there is no non-gravitational result we could compare our rate to. In general relativity, however, true vacuum decay is possible and its rate is identical to the false vacuum decay rate,
showing bubbles of de Sitter space can nucleate in Minkowski space. Our result differs from the literature [2, 4, 5, 16, 17] because we are using different boundary conditions. Instead of holding fixed the unobservable global three-geometry, which assigns a slice of de Sitter space a large action, we demand that the observable covariant mass M vanishes on either side of the shell, which assigns the vacuum a vanishing action.
Negative Mode -It is generally believed that for the bounce to correspond to barrier penetration, the second variation of the Euclidean action has one and only one negative eigenvalue. A rough argument is that the negative eigenvalue is necessary for the non-perturbative contribution to the vacuum energy to be imaginary, which destabilizes the vacuum [24] . It has been argued that no such negative mode exists for certain parameter regimes of vacuum decay in gravitational theories that hold fixed the induced boundary metric [25] [26] [27] .
Finding all eigenvalues of the second variation is hard. Instead, we merely evaluate the second derivative of a set of trajectories parametrized by the maximum radiuŝ R(t f ), whereR(t f ) =R 2 corresponds to the bounce solution. Expanding around the bounce and using (24) and (32) yields
This shows that the second variation of the Euclidean action always has at least one negative eigenvalue.
